St Thomas of Canterbury RC Primary School
SCHOOL UNIFORM
At our school, we pride ourselves on our dress code and believe that doing so develops a
sense of belonging. The following is a full list of our school uniform.
WINTER UNIFORM

BOYS: Dark grey trousers or shorts/ white shirt (long or short sleeves with short sleeves preferred at
Foundation Stage & KS1)/ school tie / bottle green v-neck jumper (not sweatshirt top) / plain grey socks
/black ‘school style’ sensible footwear - no plimsolls, trainers, Converse or boots ( for everyday)
GIRLS: Grey skirt or pinafore or grey trousers /white blouse /bottle green v-neck jumper or cardigan (not
sweatshirt top)/ school tie/ white socks, green or grey tights /black ‘school style’ footwear - no heels, no
plimsolls, trainers, Converse or boots ( for everyday)
SUMMER UNIFORM

BOYS: Dark grey trousers/grey short pants, white polo shirt (not white shirt with top button
unfastened), green jumper (not tracksuit top), grey socks and black school shoes (not trainers or
boots)
GIRLS: Green checked dress, white socks, green cardigan, black school shoes (not trainers or opentoed sandals)
Caps are only to be worn in hot sunny weather and not as ‘fashion statement’.
P.E. KIT - in a labelled P.E. bag


ALL CHILDREN: gym shoes/ red shorts and school P.E. t-shirt



Keystage 2 only– an old pair of trainers for outside games/tracksuit top for outdoors

JEWELLERY
Children are not, for safety reasons, allowed to wear any jewellery - one pair of stud earrings and watches
only. Please note, we follow the Health and Safety advice in PE and class teachers are to ensure that NO
earrings, watches and hair bands are worn in PE lessons for safety reasons. The school will not accept
responsibility for the safekeeping of any personal items.
HAIRSTYLES
ALL

No streaks or hair colours

Girls

Discreet hair bobbles/no braids. Long hair tied back away from face.

Boys

Neat and tidy not long, shaved (No 1 & 2) or unnaturally structured.

